
CLUB LEAGUE
(box league)

Easy to setup & saves a lot of time

Run by the players – players fill out the results through their profile

Super fun and social

Build a community around a club/organization

Attract new customers
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Club League (also known as a Box League) is a competitive and social format designed to increase 
the players activity. It is very social and typically played on a club evening where the clubs play their 
matches during a certain period (typically one month). It is also a great way for players to meet new 
players of their playing level.

New players start at the lowest pool of each club league and after each playing round, the winners 
of pool are promoted to the upper group and the losers are demoted to the lower group.
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How does it work:

The admin creates the club league and sets up the parameters (very easy and will take only 
few minutes)

Advertising the Club League - print out automatically generated posters, share buttons 
for social media, embed to your website

The players are joining – it is free of charge, even the help desk chat

Once the round starts nobody can join that round

Players arrange the playing time in the Rankedin Chat or they play on a fixed date 
set by the admin.

After the game, one player/team will add the result and the other needs to confirm 
it so the result becomes official. 
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Customized possibilities so players do not meet the same players every round

The admin can choose the number of players to be promoted demoted from each group

Chat with other players can agree the time and date for playing

Each match will influence the player’s Club Skill Rating

Easy creation of upcoming rounds

Can be connected to a club Ranking

Complete control by the admin in changing results, adjust standings when adding new players

Key Features:
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How does it work:

You can easily embed your club league to your website
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Find matches, enter results and check standings from any device.
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Rankedin support will help you 
get your Club League started for free

support@rankedin.com

Contact


